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Instagram direct latest apk

Microsoft Office: Word, Excel, PowerPoint &amp; More 16.0.13328.20190 Microsoft Corporation Great social network always on your Android device The best photo app in the world – now on Android Share the day with pictures A smaller version of the entire Facebook app Deploy high-definition video calls Social
network to share your musical talent Enjoy the most open social network at any time Find a better job today • Shoot and share fun messages faster than ever before.• Your Instagram friends are instantly added.• Exclusive face filters, Boomerang and Instagram creative tools.• Remix pictures of your friends. Instagram
started a few years ago as an app with filters and image enhancement effects, allowing users to share their pictures just like on social media. It gradually became more successful until Facebook finally acquired it because of its potential and became a much more powerful communications channel than its developers
ever dreamed of. Nowadays, we can find all our favorite brands, footballers, influences and loads of other celebrities and celebrities who share every moment of their lives on the internet on Instagram to make their fans feel closer. App to capture and share funny messages on Instagram And as you know, the mobile
version of Instagram has started to include a variety of complementary apps like Boomerang or Layout to improve some of its native features. Well, here's Instagram Direct, a tool with which it plans to approach and compete with other Snapchat-like apps aimed at younger audiences. It's basically a feature that lets us
capture images to send funny messages, create different compositions, with effects and masks that can be quickly added. The application is quite simple with very well defined features. Obviously you have to be an Instagram user and log on to the social network to make the most of those features. An official Instagram
app has been developed to compete with Snapchat. These are its main features: Quickly capture and share funny messages with all your friends. Automatically add contacts on Instagram. Access a variety of creative tools such as masks or Boomerang effects. Decorate your friends' pictures. So if you're not getting
enough with Instagram stories, the best you can do is download Direct APK and have fun sending quick messages, improving photos and creating funny montage for your friends. Package name: com.instagram.direct Version: 88.0.0.15.99 (149757252) File size: 38.5 MB Updated: October 15, 2020 Minimum version of
android: Android 4.4 (Kitkat, API 19) MD5: df99876166a0c077789c1ba580439b45 SHA1: b96865aa358a2bbf73c0e300113805b8be741ca6
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